
 
 

Introducing the NRSV 
 

Please welcome the NRSV Bible to Hillside.  This is the Bible we have chosen to use for our public 
worship together in the months and years ahead.  It characterizes itself an essentially literal translation in 
the same tradition as our former pew Bible, the ESV.  We have made the switch because the NRSV strives to 
use gender-accurate language throughout.  This is a deliberate compensation for a deficiency in our English 
language—the lack of a common gender third person singular pronoun.  While at one time it was common 
for readers of English to translate certain masculine pronouns and nouns as referring to both men and 
women (he, brother, man, mankind), it is no longer natural to do so. English has changed, as all languages 
do, and the lexical range of he, brother, man, mankind no longer carries sufficient or effective connotation 
to females.  Therefore, to better translate the original languages where they intend to refer to common 
humanity, the NRSV has avoided using he, man, brothers,  mankind, and has sought to use words that more 
accurately include both genders, words like brothers and sisters, humans, persons, mortals, humankind, etc.  
This is meant to retain accuracy as to original intent and signal sensitivity in our use of language that both 
men and women are fully included as recipients of the good news of God’s Word.  We fully recognize that 
no translation is perfect, and there are some translation choices in the NRSV that we do not like, to be sure. 
But on the whole, we see intentional gender-inclusive language to be a gift to the church as we proclaim the 
Gospel and welcome our friends to join us here in worship.  We continue to recommend that the best Bible 
study happens when we consult several translations in synergy with one another, as every translation has its 
particular strengths and weaknesses.  We are glad to incorporate the NRSV into the service of our public 
worship life and trust that it will be a gift bearing clarity and unity in the days ahead. 
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